**DESCRIPTION**

*Ereban: Shadow Legacy* is a fast-paced story-driven stealth platformer game where you become Ayana, the last descendant of a forgotten race. Harness mystical shadow powers, high-tech gadgets and avoid or kill to uncover the truth about your past and the key to saving a dying, morally grey universe.

**FEATURES**

> **Become one with the shadows**

Experience an unprecedented combination of stealth and shadows with the *Shadow Merge* ability. Dive into shadows and move freely through them to climb walls, reach inaccessible places, attack from cover or advance unseen.

> **Combine agility, powers & gadgets**

Absorb echoes to learn more lethal and non-lethal shadow powers, craft high-tech gadgets, and combine all this with your agility to infiltrate *Helios* lines and investigate what they are hiding.

> **Play your way**

Approach each level with your own style of play. Use your powers to move like a ghost or strike as a deadly shadow in this fast-paced stealth game that combines platforming and puzzles.
> Face the consequences of your actions

Avoid or kill. Spare or consume. Save or doom. In this world where actions go beyond good and evil… how far are you willing to go to uncover the truth?

> Discover a dying, beautiful world

As the last *Ereban*, unravel the mystery of who you are and what happened to your people. Traverse the ruins of lifeless cities, infiltrate sci-fi facilities carved into ancient temples and discover the remnants of your forgotten race.

GAME INFO

Title: *Ereban: Shadow Legacy*
Developer: Baby Robot Games
Publisher: Raw Fury
Genre: Third-person narrative stealth platformer
Platforms: Xbox Series X|S, Xbox One, Windows PC
Release Date: Available 2023
Age Rating: Ratings Pending - ESRB Everyone 10+; PEGI 12; USK 6
Website: www.ereban.com
Twitter: @BabyRobotGames
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ABOUT BABY ROBOT GAMES

Baby Robot Games is a young indie studio from Spain. Passionate about videogames since we were children, we want to give back what this industry gave us. Our goal is to create highly enjoyable experiences with original mechanics, strong visuals and compelling stories. Currently working on our debut title, Ereban: Shadow Legacy. For more information you can head to babyrobotgames.com or follow us on @BabyRobotGames

ABOUT RAW FURY

Raw Fury is a boutique indie (un)publisher founded in 2015 by Jonas Antonsson, Gordon Van Dyke, and David Martinez. We don’t care about genres or mechanics. We care about experiences and emotions. We want to help developers make magic.